Why to Tie to a Single Data Mapping Language?
Enabling a Transformation from ShExML to RML
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Abstract
Different mapping languages (e.g., RML, SPARQL-Generate and ShExML) have appeared in the last years
covering different use cases, scenarios and functionalities. However, users cannot seamlessly interchange
between these mapping languages. In this paper, we propose a translation from ShExML to RML letting
users benefit from the usability of ShExML and the wide-support and functionalities of RML.
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1. Introduction
Declarative mapping languages have been increasingly adopted during the last years in different
fields (e.g., DBpedia [1], digital heritage [2] or the railway domain [3])1 . These mapping
languages can be used to specify declarative mapping rules which allow for a modifiable,
flexible, repeatable and shareable workflow when integrating heterogeneous data sources in a
Knowledge Graph (KG) [4] superseding the imperative solutions. However, not all mapping
languages cover the same functionalities, leading to diverse mapping languages. The consequent
lack of interoperability between the different languages ties users to a certain specification,
preventing them to switch between mapping languages.
Among the different declarative mapping languages, RML [5] is the one that has been the
most adopted by the community. More than 20 associated systems implement RML allowing
different approaches and optimisations2 which make RML a very reliable and long-term solution.
However, its syntax, based on RDF, tends to be very verbose and thus not so friendly for humans.
In this context, ShExML appeared with a clear vocation on usability letting users be more
productive when developing mapping rules [6]. However, its specification only counts with a
conformant engine3 , which does not cover all the functionalities that users could face nor can
users take advantage of all the optimisations offered by the different RML implementations.
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Thus, it is important to build bridges to foster adoption and trust in the declarative KG
construction ecosystem while supporting users to effectively and seamlessly cover their needs.
With this objective in mind, in this paper, we propose a conversion from ShExML to RML, letting
users rapidly sketch their mapping rules in ShExML and then switch to RML to take advantage
of its plethora of implementations. A live demo is available at the ShExML playground4 .

2. Related Work
Different mapping languages were proposed in the past [7] based on dedicated languages,
e.g., RML extending R2RML to support heterogeneous data sources; repurposed languages,
e.g., SPARQL-Generate [8] extending the SPARQL query language or ShExML using Shape
Expressions (ShEx)-based syntax [9]; or serialisation languages like YARRRML [10] extending
YAML. As YARRRML is a tightly coupled serialisation for RML aiming for better readability
by humans, translating YARRRML to RML is straightforward5 . Besides the YARRRML to RML
translation, an RML to SPARQL-Generate6 translation exists enabling the use of RML mapping
rules with the SPARQL-Generate implementation, but the inverse translation is not tackled.
Recently, an ontology was presented as a meta-language to represent the functionalities of
existing mapping languages [11]. Future implementations will offer translations from and to the
targeted mapping languages. Despite covering all mapping rules, being a meta-language involves
more verbose constructions than existing languages, surpassing even a verbose language like
RML. In addition, covering the expressiveness from all potential mapping languages could be a
difficult—if ever approachable—task. Thus, specific translations are still necessary.
In this paper we propose a specific translation from ShExML to RML to combine the usability
of ShExML and the sustainability and wide-support of RML implementations.

3. Brief introduction of RML and ShExML
The two languages offer different syntaxes for integrating heterogeneous data into a KG. The
example in Figure 1 generates a triple for each entity, showing their correspondences.
On the one hand, RML7 offers a syntax based in RDF which ties the representation of
the language to the RDF serialisation formats (i.e., Turtle, NTriples, RDF/XML, etc.). For
describing the mapping process it relies on classes like: r r : S u b j e c t M a p , r r : P r e d i c a t e M a p and
r r : O b j e c t M a p that define how the subject, predicate and object of a triple will be generated; r r :
P r e d i c a t e O b j e c t M a p which relates a predicate with an object; r m l : L o g i c a l S o u r c e which describes
an input data source; and r r : T r i p l e s M a p which defines how a set of triples will be generated for
a certain data source. Each class offers different fields to modify the aspects of the generation.
On the other hand, ShExML8 separates the constructions intended to extract values (declarations) from those to generate triples (shapes). ShExML offers: S O U R C E which points to a data
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source, I T E R A T O R which defines a query whose results need to be iterated, F I E L D that holds the
query to a value that will be outputted in a triple, and E X P R E S S I O N which relates the sources
with the iterator and field queries. Then, the shapes part allows to format the output in triples
using already defined expressions for subjects, predicates and objects.

4. Translating ShExML constructions to RML rules
Figure 1: A set of ShExML mapping rules (left side) and an equivalent set of RML mapping rules (right
side). Each color identifies a correspondence between an RML construction and a ShExML construction.
@prefix :
<http://example.com/> .
@prefix schema: <http://schema.org/> .
@prefix rml:
<http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/rml#> .
@prefix rr: <http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#> .
@prefix d2rq:
<http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/D2RQ/0.1#> .
@prefix ql: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/ql#> .
@prefix map:
<http://mapping.example.com/> .
PREFIX : <http://example.com/>
PREFIX schema: <http://schema.org/>
SOURCE films_xml_file
< http://shexml.herminiogarcia.com/files/films.xml >
ITERATOR film_xml < xpath: //film > {
FIELD id < @id >
FIELD name < name >
}
EXPRESSION films <films_xml_file.film_xml>
:Film :[films.id] {
schema:name
[films.name] ;
}

map:550785378 a
rml:LogicalSource ;
rml:source
"http://shexml.herminiogarcia.com/files/films.xml" ;
rml:iterator
"//film" ;
rml:referenceFormulation ql:XPath .
map:s_1 a
rr:SubjectMap ;
rr:template "http://example.com/{@id}" .
map:p_1 a
rr:PredicateMap ;
rr:constant schema:name .
map:o_1 a
rr:ObjectMap ;
rr:template "{name}" ;
rr:termType rr:Literal .
map:m_1 a
rml:logicalSource
rr:predicateObjectMap
rr:subjectMap
map:po_1 a
rr:objectMap
rr:predicateMap

rr:TriplesMap ;
map:550785378 ;
map:po_1 ;
map:s_1 .

rr:PredicateObjectMap ;
map:o_1 ;
map:p_1 .

As ShExML follows a ShEx-based syntax, a dedicated parser fitting the ShExML grammar is
required. For this purpose, the translator is embedded in the ShExML engine, taking advantage
of the already developed modules. Once the abstract tree is generated the translator traverses it
to generate the triples that conform an RML rules set. This process is similar to how the ShExML
engine outputs the mapped RDF but this time it generates RML. The translator performs a one to
one translation of the different directives, taking into account that in many cases information in
ShExML rules is dispersed across different directives in comparison with their RML counterparts
(see Figure 1 for a diagram on how ShExML constructions are translated to RML). A live demo
of this algorithm can be tested on the ShExML playground9 . To verify the validity of the
performed translations we developed a set of test cases10 that cover different aspects of ShExML
functionality. The test cases convert the ShExML rules to RML rules. The latter are executed in
the rml-mapper processor11 and the output is compared to the output of the ShExML engine.
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Non translatable directives
Even though many declarative mapping languages share the same foundations and a common
iteration model [11], they have evolved in different directions covering different functionalities. Therefore, unlike YARRRML, not all ShExML features can be directly translated to RML
statements, or it would involve too complex processes to make them possible.
Certain features are included in ShExML but they are not directly supported in RML. This
includes Matchers12 (substitute one string occurrence for other string), String operations13
(concatenate two strings), and Auto-increment ids14 . All these functionalities could be covered
in RML using the FnO [12] extension but that is beyond the scope of this translation. Last year,
ShExML introduced a set of modifications to cope with the mapping challenges15 [13]. It is now
possible to define dynamic data types16 and language tags17 . This has been tackled by RML
specification for dynamic language tags generation but not for dynamic datatypes. ShExML
allows accessing fields outside the iteration scope. This is useful when accessing parent nodes
in JSON as JSONPath specification does not support it18 . It has been described how to tackle
this with RML [14] but it is not yet implemented in the specification.
Finally, external functions execution has been recently supported in ShExML. However,
ShExML uses Scala classes that can be directly executed while FnO relies on a function hub
where functions can be implemented in JavaScript or Java. This could be resolved by translating
from Scala to Java code and then pushing the Java code to the Function Hub [12].

5. Conclusions
In this work, we described a translation from ShExML to RML, letting users sketch mapping
rules rapidly in ShExML and then switching to RML. In addition, we discussed the limitations
of the current translation due to different coverage of features between the two languages. In
the future, we will tackle the inverse translation, i.e., from RML to ShExML. This will let more
users adopt ShExML using their already created RML rules as well as allowing them to switch
back and forth between the two languages depending on their needs.
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